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BULLET-IN

The NEW YEAR started with a bang – literally! Apparently
not content with the myriad of fireworks displays available
in safe venues and the telecasts that go on and on forever,
some fool was discharging very large fireworks, illegally
right above our houses. Discount the noise (really quite
deafening) – after all it was the New Year celebrations, but
what about the risk of fire and damage to property, what
about our pets with sensitive hearing, not to mention injury
and life threat to people. And what about us poor old
pensioners literally blasted from our beds. Soooo … next
year I’m gonna stay up – aren’t I.



OK call me a spoilsport, fuddy duddy, olde farte – but you
step out of line with so much as an antiquated air gun and
the neighbors would be on the phone and a swat team would
be dispatched immediately to have you arrested, thrown in
goal, your guns confiscated, your license rapidly becoming a
thing of the past.

Various new toys to hit the market over the last 12
months or so to measure bullet velocity. Check
this one out; THE BALLISTIC VELOCITY RADAR
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Apparently anticipated at around $500 US. Sit it
beside you and aim it at the target. No tedious set
up or interrupting the shooting line.

So the thing is we have laws, right? and a very necessary
thing too, but sometimes I wonder about the policing of
them. Everyone just loves loud exhausts on motorcycles
and cars too – NOT! There are laws against that as well, but
how often do you see a police radar unit or RBT unit pick up
a loud exhaust. There’s no payola in that either.



OK … OK …so I’m a cynic and now I’ve started the year with
a winge but at least I’ve got it off my chest … now we need
to get on and make some REAL noise, can’t wait to get to
the next range. Ha!

Cleaver Firearms has a special running at present
on a Winchester BPCR (high wall falling block rifle)
in 45/70. I don’t know how many they have, but
they are listed at $1850 brand new, come with a
spirit level front sight with inserts and a Soule
rear. Some even had Badger barrels.
www.cleaverfirearms.com

And about the New Year for BRAA.



I think we’re going to have a great year. We have put
together an interesting program, shooting not only the
Buffalo ‘gong’ target, but also paper target shoots on the
lifting frames for the more ‘target’ orientated shooter. We
have tried to ‘spice it up’ with a variety of side events,
including shotgun clays, pistol, lever action and rim fire.
And don’t forget the Quigley Bucket challenge and we are
working towards a type of Silhouette match as well. The
March shoot is designed to replicate the distances shot at
the Matthew Quigley Match in Montana, it will also assist
those shooters who intend going to Montana this year to
confirm sight settings.

SPG, INC, has a great website and if you go to
“History” and “Links” there’s possibly the best
collection of links to every website to do with black
powder shooting.
www.blachpowderspg.com



Does anybody want to share knowledge of
upcoming BPC shoots and metallic silhouette,
matches, dates, venues? Just send a reply to the
email containing this newsletter.

So check out the BRAA 2014 Calendar in this issue of ON
THE LINE and get those dates in the diary.………………..Sf
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SHOT TO BITZ
Australia Day Weekend Shoot at Cooyal
Having confirmed with the owner of the property that we
were OK to shoot on the range, the January Whiskey Shoot
at Cooyal went ahead as scheduled and was reasonably well
attended considering it was the Australia Day long weekend
and the end of the traditional annual holidays.
Arriving on Friday afternoon for the set-up we were greeted
by heavy rain, which persisted throughout the night, and we
feared the worst for a cancellation. But as good fortune
always shines on BPC shooters, we woke to a beautiful day
with near perfect conditions.
After a hearty breakfast on Sat. morning, 7 shooters set up
at the 700yd line, however just before the first shot two
visitors arrived by helicopter (more of that later). Sitting
Bear stole the honors with 24 points, followed by yours truly
(Sugarfoot) on 23 points.
Moving on to the 500 yd line with the weather warming up,
Wounded Knee and Sugarfoot both managed 32 points and
Sitting Bear close behind on 19 points.
After lunch we set up on the 300 yd line to shoot the offhand. Wounded Knee and Sitting Bear both produced a
creditable 30 points with Chris Madasen snipping at their
heals on 27 points. Sugarfoot was nowhere to be seen!
At this point one realizes that to win a match you have to
make a creditable showing on ALL the ranges, not just the
long or the short distances.

So in the final round up, as I said earlier, consistency
wins the day. Sitting Bear came up trumps with a total of
101 points and took delivery of the Single Malt. He was
really popular with Wounded Knee (on ya dad) finishing
on 93. Whilst it doesn’t count for much Sugarfoot finished
third on 90 points and Chris Madsen had 88.

So tomorrow is another day and you know that even if you
put on a good performance, everyone else has to fail dismally
and that – as they say – ain’t gonner happen.

THE SIDE EVENT in January was a 300 yd Lever
Action shoot. Most people had brought along one or more
Lever guns to have a go. The match ran along the same
lines as the Whiskey Shoots with 5 sighters and ten
scoring shots off-hand at the Buffalo plate. Scoring was
also the same.
Final scores were Sugarfoot with 20 points, followed by
Wounded Knee on 18 points. The other scores don’t even
rate a mention!

CHOPPERS OVER COOYAL

On Sunday we woke to fine weather and wind (must have
been something we ate) and after yet another hearty brekky
(more wind) we assembled on the 900 yd line.

We had a visit at Cooyal from Andrew and Dan who
flew in by helicopter just before the start of the 700
yd event on Sat. Andrew (Dan is his son-in-law) is a
neighbor of Chris Madsen’s and came to have a look
at BPCR shooting. Andrew kindly conducted some
joy flights for those who had not been in a
helicopter before. I think they also enjoyed the
shooting experience, I know I enjoyed the ride.

There was a howling a gale from the east (well it felt like
anyway). So screw on the windage, set the distance, and try
not to look surprised if it goes clang.
And it did (for some anyway). Chris Madsen managed to
beat the wind and turned in a score of 21 followed by Sitting
Bear with 18 points and a couple of us dragging the chain
with 15 points. All in all it was a reasonable finish
considering the windy conditions.
Thanks Andrew
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ON THE LINE
Note! The following dates and arrangements are subject to
change from time to time depending on prevailing
conditions etc. Every effort will be made by your
Committee to advise any changes well prior to the event. It
is also advisable to check this calendar with each issue of
“On Target”
CALENDAR 2014
Jan.
25/26 Cooyal “B” 7,5,3+9 s/e LA 3 o/h
Feb.
22/23 Cooyal “P” 6,4,2+8 s/e Pistol tba
Mar.
22/23 Cooyal Quigley “B” Six Dist. tba (no side event)
April
20/21 Canberra “P” s/e SSAA Silhouette tbc
May
24/25 Nioka Champagne s/e Shotgun Clays
June
28/29 Cooyal “P” Silhouette s/e Q /Bucket
July
26/27 Cooyal “P” 7,5,3+9 s/e Swap meet
Aug.
23/24 Cooyal “B” 6,4,2+8 s/e R’fire (any cal)
Sept.
27/28 Nioka B/Dixon+AGM s/e LA 3 o/h
Oct.
25/26 Cooyal “B” Buffalo s/e Shotgun Clays
Nov.
22/23 Cooyal “B” 6,7,8+9 s/e Pistol tba
Dec.
No match.

SPECIAL REMINDER !!!
The March shoot is a special Six (6) distance event to
emulate the Mathew Quigley shoot in Montana. The
distances, number of shots etc will be the same as the
Montana match. So if you are planning a trip to the US
in June this is an excellent chance to get those all
important range settings. Since there are six distances
there will be no side event in March.

CLASSIFIEDS (No advertising fee)
Please note these classifieds are intended for information
only, firearms and firearm components must be
transferred through licensed firearm dealers or NSW
Police. Should you have any interest in any advertisement
please contact the Publicity Officer (aka me):
paul@shasam.net and I will put you in touch with the other
party.

For Sale

Note! In each match;
•
“B” means shot on buffalo plate
•
“P” means shot on paper targets
•
the ‘numbers’ are (hundred) yards.
•
the match will be shot in that order
•
‘+’ separates Sat & Sun
•
“s/e” means side event (duh!).

1.
2.

The next shoot will be at Cooyal Feb 22-23 and this will be
our first time shooting on the paper targets at the Cooyal
Range. The match will resemble the Whiskey shoots and have
the same basic rules. The match will consist of five (5) practice
(‘sighters’) and ten (10) scoring shots. Target hits will be
marked with a colored patch and raised for the spotters and
scorer to record the score. The only variation will be in the
scoring; score 3 for the white inside the target frame, score 5
for the black centre (approx 600 x 600) and 10 for the red
centre (bull).
Saturday will begin at 9:00 with 600yds and progress to
400yds before lunch. After lunch we will shoot 200yds, offhand. The 800yds event will be shot on Sunday beginning at
9:00.
The side event is usually shot on Sat. after the main match. On
this occasion the event will be the Pistol Challenge. Suffice to
say that if you are appropriately licensed and have either a
centre fire or rim fire pistol bring it (or both) along for a fun
shoot. If your license is not endorsed ‘H’ you will be required to
fill out a P650 form to compete. This intended to be a fun event
and details will be provided on the day.
A cooked breakfast and lunch will be available on the range for
$5 each on Sat and Sun. subject to your advice of attendance
one week prior to the event. If arriving on Friday you will need
to bring your own lunch. Dinner will be available at the Cooyal
Pub on Friday and Sat. night.

NOTE! For catering purposes it is essential to
advise any one of the Committee Members of your
attendance at any match at least a week prior to
any event. No advice – no meals!

Colt Lightning 44-40 Cal. Carbine manufactured
1887 in good condition. $1,500.
Stevens 44 ½ Buffalo Rifle. This is a unique
opportunity and only offered to readers of this
newsletter to acquire a CPA manufactured Stevens
44 ½ Buffalo Rifle. This single shot rifle is
representative of the absolute peak of the great
single shot target era from the 1870,s to the
beginning of WW1. The rifle was custom built for
me by CPA Inc of Pennsylvania and has a quality
front sight with spirit level and inserts and the
base plate for any of the MVA Soule rear sights.
The timber is Extra Fancy and gorgeous and the
colour casing spectacular. The barrel is a Badger
No 5. The rifle has been built for long range
shooting and has proven itself at Nioka Range with
5 witnessed hits on the Indian Target at 1100+
yards. It comes with a full set of spares and a spare
forestock . A unique feature of the Rifle is the
ability to change barrels and calibres in seconds.
Spare barrels are available from CPA
$3500.00
Not Negotiable. Call Gary on
0418270968

Wanted to Buy

1.

Marlin in 22LR (Model 92a?)

2.

Remington Rolling Block, action or beat up rifle,
preferably a Swedish 1889 in 8x58rd or an
Egyption contract rifle.

Camping and bunkhouse facilities are free on the range. The
Cooyal Pub (Ph. 6373 5353) offers a range of accommodation
and
Yarrawonga
Cedar
Cottages
are
close
by
yarrawongacottages.com.au. There are many other alternative
‘digs’ in the Mudgee area.
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3.

Tang sight with windage – any kind.

4.

Globe front sight with inserts– any kind.

5.

Bertram Brass 45-90 cases - any quantity

BISON TALES

GUNSMITH ………. Cont.

Case Dryer
One thing I have found for sure, is that it’s easier to get
consistent results with casting when using a known mix
rather than a ‘guestimate’. By that I just mean that of recent
times, I’ve been using purchased pure lead ingots or flashing
and purchased pure tin. Not the cheapest way to procure
the metals but I’m not dealing with unknowns. Lord knows
there are enough variables in shooting without adding
unknown alloys to the equation.

I was looking around
for an easy way to dry
washed
cases
and
found this big old
scrubbing brush. It
holds lots of cases too
– shown is a set from a
Cooyal Whishey shoot,
about 60, 45-90 cases.	
  

As we are dealing primarily with target shooting and longrange target shooting at that, it is here that I will focus this
recitation. The more commonly referred to bullet hardness
scale, is the Brinell Hardness ‘N’ scale or BHN. As a rule of
thumb, pure lead runs BHN 5, while 40:1 runs about 8 BHN.
30:1 equates to about 9 BHN, 20:1 at 10 BHN and so on.
Wheel weights seem to range from 9 – 12 BHN depending on
make up, while Linotype will run 20 – 22 Brinell. The much
spoken of ‘Lyman No.2 metal’ is a combination of lead, tin
and antimony, which runs 15 BHN. Antimony is a very
efficient alloy hardener in conjunction with tin, but I have
found its addition to an existing lead/tin mix can produce
varied results. As I am trying to establish some consistency
in my casting, I have dropped this practice and rely solely
on lead tin. Don’t get me wrong, it can and does work for
some but it hasn’t for me to date. Pure linotype is fine for
high velocity rifle or magnum pistol rounds but not really a
requirement for our needs in BPCR.

	
   Hornady Magnum Ultrasonic Brass cleaner model
Some time back I purchased a Hornady Lock and Load
Magnum Ultrasonic brass and metal cleaner. I bought it to
clean my 45-70 and 45-90 cases. This is usually a $350.00
item however I was able to get it for $280.00 a decent
discount. But is it worth it to the black powder shooter? The
unit has both a timer and a heater and it is recommended to
use both for a better clean.
The unit has a 3 litre tank and a steel mesh cage which fits
inside the tank and takes up to 60 cases. It is used with a
cleaning solution, which is mixed with water. The solutions
are available from Hornady and Lyman. To operate the unit
after plugging it in you set the time and Heat required and
leave it to run.

To date I have played around with 30:1, 25:1 and settled on
20:1. It casts well, doesn’t use up too much of my tin
supplies and when I don’t flinch, sneeze, blink etc, the
bullets usually go somewhere near where I thought the rifle
was pointed.

I have found that it will clean the cases both inside and out
and the primer case but the inside cleaning is marginal and
appears to be only for the first half inch. After a cleaning my
BP cases tend to be streaky and the solution has turned
black. This will settle in time and the cleaner part can be
poured off for further use but only one more use seems
effective. Most of the streakiness will rinse off but this is not
a substitute for tumbling your cases as well to get the shiny
clean surface we all prize.

Having read heaps and conversed with (mostly listened to!)
several knowledgeable and well respected long-range
shooters from the U.S. and elsewhere, it appears, both in
writings of the time and anecdotal evidence, that bullets at
16:1 or 14:1 or harder were quite common on the
Creedmoor ranges. The harder alloys, both swaged and cast
were preferred to maintain their shape with minimal
distortion and prevent ‘bullet slump’. I don’t think they
were adding ground blue powder to the mix either! Bullet or
nose slump is just a term used to describe the offsetting of
the nose of a projectile on ignition and bump up. Obviously a
bullet design with a long unsupported nose is going to be
more likely to offset and with the bullet effectively ‘out of
true’ before it leaves the barrel. As the speed of the bullet
decreases, any irregularity would be magnified just as for a
spinning top as it slows down.

Is it worth it? Well if you are only cleaning cases that have
used smokeless powder I would think that it could be useful
but for large capacity BP cases I don’t think it is worthwhile.
It should be noted that with a different cleaning solution the
unit would also clean stainless steel gun parts. …. CM

GUNSMITH
CAST – asides

Part 5

Bullet Alloys

Just food for thought if nothing else, but is this the reason
we hit the bison on the nose on one shot and the subsequent
one hits the rump or drops off the back end? Yes, well there
is my 50 cal flinch! - but I meant aside from that! Certainly
at the time of the Creedmoor heyday, most of this
information applied to slicks for paper patching but the
science is still the same. On ignition, the bullet may well ‘set
back’, but if it does so evenly, it will still leave the barrel
traveling true. Not so the ‘nose slumped’ bullet. Some of the
guys overseas talk about firing bullets into snow banks and
checking them in the spring when the snow melts. That
would be nice, but at present I’m melting and looking
forward to a little precipitation, if and when it comes.

OK, now where were we when we last left this subject.
•
•
•
•

Furnace?…√
Mould/s? …√
Well ventilated area to cast in?… √
Bullet metal? … ah bullet metal! …. Lets see now…
lead sheeting, old sinkers, lead pipe, wheel weights
and linotype. Where is that damn recipe? Colonel
Sanders never had this much trouble!

What mix or ratio should I use? How hard or soft should a
cast bullet be for hunting vs long-range target work? Good
questions all and the more one finds out about ‘The Old Dead
Guys’ (ODG) and the way they shot Creedmoor in the late
1800’s, the more interesting it all becomes.

	
  

“see you when the sights are down”….
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J.B.

